Course organization
One learns to walk from walking, language through
speaking, therefore training in groups. And time
is money.

Take a little time for
yourself to indulge in a few arguments which will save
you money in the long run.
We do not have a catalogue from which one can learn
choose to learn particular language at a time that suits
them, much like selecting furniture in a home depot
store. Our work is similar to that of a craftsman in
that we assess your needs and then present you with a
proposal which fits in to your time table.
Our hourly rates are not fixed.
Think about what you want for your money. Naturally
taking part in a group of 10 to 20 people is cheaper
than partaking in smaller groups. However, if you are
not happy with your communication skills after a number
of months, within such a large group, you will probably
start to think that you have been wasting your time.
Small group courses (4-6 Participants)
Language training in groups of 5 to 6 people is available from
98 Euros per month.

Please inquire at our Language Studio about the start and the
prices for our courses as well as all additional information.
We are at your disposal and are looking forward to hearing
from you.
Tel.: 089/22 11 71 and 089/298979
or
Contact

(Levels A1-C2 )
GERMAN AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE, ENGLISH, FRENCH, SPANISH,
ITALIAN
and over 30 OTHER FOREIGN LANGUAGES.
We offer these as
COMPANY COURSES
Language courses in your company
SMALL GROUP COURSES and INDIVIDUAL COURSES
at our studio (moning, afternoon, and evening)
SPECIALIZED COURSES
Free of charge Language Proficiency Test. No Registration Fee

Language courses in your company
We administer language courses with content and times tailored
to your company´s needs. There by, our concept is to focus on
individual needs of your business and to integrate
professional business terminology you need in our language
training.

Small group
courses

courses

and

individual

We keep our groups very small (4-6 participants) in order to
reach the maximum success of the learning process in all
languages. Our individual courses are designed to cater to

your individual language needs and your availability so that
you can reach your language goals quickly and effectively.

Special courses
Business related language training etc
Crash courses for managers
(presentation, negotiation, argumentation)
Grammar and Writing Courses
Preparation for Examinations
TEST DAF, ZOP, ZMP, ZD, “Deutsch für den Beruf” and
“Prüfung
Wirtschaftsdeutsch” (PWD) and in English for TOEFL and
TOEIC,
telc B1 and telc B2
Conversation courses (Literature, Culture, Economics,
Politics)
In our course offering, you will surely find a specialized
course that will meet your needs. All courses are instructed
by qualified language trainers.

Our Language Trainers

are native speakers. They all are university graduates with
years of extensive professional experience so they can offer
you optimal language training. They teach in an interactive
fashion- necessary grammar structures are taught in a fun way
and in various conversational contexts so that you can easily
learn to apply them in practice

